
Research Objectives and Methodology

VisitBritain was looking for a deeper understanding of travel to Britain by Gen Y. This project
provides insight into key differences in behaviour and needs within the Gen Y segment. For this
study, consumer focus groups were conducted in New York and Toronto, with a mixture of
previous visitors and non-visitors. All were aged 18-30.  

US and Canadian Generation Y

Research Summary

Key Points

Gen Y have a passive approach to destination selection and
inspiration is continually and indirectly absorbed through media
consumption and word of mouth. 
More education around what Britain has to offer is needed. 
The New York market is driven to visit Britain by its history and
heritage, whilst Toronto, is motivated by Britain’s modern
culture.

KEY FINDINGS
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Who are they?
Generation Y are experiencing a period of newly formed ‘adulthood’. They are emerging from under
their parents thumb and enjoying a new sense of personal freedom and control as young adults. They
are hungry for diverse, enriching experiences and approach new horizons openly and confidently.

They seek exposure to new ideas and concepts through media snacking behaviour, absorbing easily-
digested media across a wide variety of sources. They are also keen participants within this digital
sphere, posting thoughts, recommendations and opinions, as much as they are reviewing them. 

Gen Y and Travel
Travel is the ultimate format for Gen Y to indulge in their newly found sense of freedom. They
recognise that their travel experiences will be more limited (time, location, activities) as they get older
and are looking to get the most out of their experiences now. The perceived social impact that comes
from sharing travel experiences with others is a considerable criteria for this generation– this is as
much about the experience as it is about accruing cultural capital within the social strata.

Gen Y have a passive approach to destination selection. This does not occur at the time of a decision
to travel, but instead, inspiration is indirectly and constantly absorbed. Word of mouth is the most
influential form of inspiration for this group.  Media sources (both travel and non-travel specific) often
exposes this target to exciting locales and provide both a social and cultural perspective that this
group are looking for from their travel experience.







Booking
This group are interested in the unknown, and seek experiences that are new and unpredictable.
There is a concern that “over-planning” will stifle their ability to stumble into the unanticipated. For
them, trip planning tends to only go as far as booking and the creation of a rough itinerary.
Transportation costs (primarily flights) are well researched and reviewed as these are generally the
first sizable commitment and financial investment in the trip, particularly for lengthier travel. The
smaller budgetary considerations, which tend to occur in-situ, often go overlooked.

The Internet is the hub of all travel research, influence, and booking for Gen Y. Their desire for a
breadth of information and sources is reflected in how they approach the travel planning process;
Google is the first port of exploration for this target. Social networking also provides inspiration and
information throughout this process. Online travel booking sites are trusted sources that reflect this
target’s interest in reviewing all available options and preference for independent decision-making. 



Booking (continued)
Customer testimonials are reviewed en mass; reading multiple reviews allows this target to make
sound judgments in a format where authorship is unknown. Mobile applications are emerging as
helpful tools for distant travel, but Gen Y are currently limited by their devices and plans. The
perceptions of traditional travel agents are incongruent with Gen Y’s approach to travel. This target
prefers to be in control of their planning and perceive travel agents as a secondary resource or
administrative tool only. 

Perceptions and Relationship to Britain 
America and Canada have historically different relationships with Britain which act to inform current
attitudes and perceptions. These different relationships to Britain inform many perceptions of travel
to Britain across these two markets. New Yorkers sense a connection between London and their
hometown. There is a perception that Gen Y New Yorkers and Londoners share many of the same
values and interests. In many ways they feel closer than their own countrymen outside of their cities.
They are career focused, regular night owls, fashion forward and interested in the creative world.
London is familiar and often referred to as “the NYC of the UK” and this drives their curiosity and
positive perceptions of Britain as a travel destination (London specifically). Perceived familiarity with
the urban culture that can be found in Britain means that this target is largely motivated by their
desire for history and heritage.

Toronto has a different relationship with Britain that can feel stayed and “overly familiar”. This
interwoven and long-standing relationship informs and drives many negative perceptions of Britain
and acts as a barrier to travel. Perceived familiarity with the history and heritage of Britain means that
this target is more positively motivated by their desire to experience the urban culture.

While emphasis is placed on different travel angles, both targets require the presence of these
disparate aspects in order to be reassured of a well-rounded trip. For both targets, their positive
perceptions of Britain as a travel destination are largely rooted in their interests in London. Currently
London drives travel motivations. Outside of London little is known, and perceptions are oppositional
to their desired travel experience.

Drivers and Barriers to Travel 
Main drivers to Britain are its ease of access, rich history and London. Key barriers are perceptions
that Britain is lacking fun and excitement, slower pace, high cost and little awareness beyond London.
Despite economic changes, Britain continues to be perceived as a costly travel destination. This is less
about airfare (many recognise this to be quite reasonable) and more about the ‘during trip’ expenses.
These perceived expenses threaten their natural and spontaneous spending travel behaviours. 

Little is known about what Britain (outside of London) actually has to offer, and this is in opposition to
their multiple-location approach to distant travel. However, there is a desire to know more, visitors
and non-visitors alike have some sense that there is more to experience than is being talked about in
Britain. For Scotland and Wales, though top-of-mind impressions are of “wide-open” spaces and
greenery, there is some sense of intrigue around cities. Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Cardiff are all points
of vague interest as urban locales for the target. However, this is hampered by a lack of knowledge
and thus drives fear that these places will not be able to provide all that they look for a in a longer,
more distant travel vacation. Further information providing reassurance of excitement and a diverse
array of activities is needed to drive further interest in these alternative urban locations.

Actionable Recommendations
Overall, this target need greater assurances that a trip to Britain will match their specific travel desires.
Further education around all that Britain has to offer is needed to motivate a trip. This reassurance
must be done at every touch point along the way. Gen Y responds to small chunks of pithy, surprising,
and digestible information. They prefer a variety of information and benefits, not one narrow focus. 
VisitBritain needs to be where Gen Y are. They do not actively and directly seek information when it
comes to travel. Communication across both travel and non-travel related media that hit them
throughout their daily lives, not just at the point of travel planning will be more successful at reaching
this target. Showcasing the urban culture, excitement and history and heritage is important in
motivating travel to Britain for this target. 

WHERE and HOW you connect with this target is just as important as WHAT you say.


